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Welcome

We would be delighted to welcome you to the PPM Thinking
- simplified complexity conference covering Project, 

Portfolio and Project Controls on Thursday 9th of May 2019, in 

London.

Join industry leaders in sharing best practice, success stories and 

insights into what it takes to run, manage and control successful 

projects, programmes and portfolios.

Our speakers and delegates cover many different industries and 

sectors and utilise different project management methodologies 

making this a fantastic event for learning and sharing. 

We hope you will enjoy the day, find it interesting, engaging and 

valuable.

Foreword

Hyde Park Solutions has been at the forefront 

of Project and Portfolio Management, delivering 

successful enterprise solutions since 2007. 

HPS is the global leader in Project, Portfolio, 

and Cost Management for capital intensive 

industries, with teams based in EMEA, USA 

and India.

Our team provides a comprehensive PPM 

service across Oil & Gas, Utilities, Travel & 

Transport, Manufacturing, Defence, Retail, 

Chemicals and Government.

We are a proud Oracle Platinum Partner, 

certified and specialised across Oracle 

Primavera’ s suite of  PPM solutions. 

We have an interesting line up of speakers and 

look forward to sharing this day with you.
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Speakers

Geoff Roberts,
Director Global Strategy 

(Energy & Resources)

Oracle

Geoff has over 35 years of experience

in all aspects of project management &

project controls.

Geoff has been with Oracle CEGBU for

more than 18 years and is currently

Director of Global Strategy for Energy

& Resources. He provides strategic

direction, domain expertise and insight

on PPM within capital intensive

industries.

Peter Green
Leadership Partner

Gartner

Peter provides advice and guidance,

drawing from Gartner research,

complemented with practical

knowledge & experience gained

working for and advising organizations

across EMEA.

He brings a wealth of experience in

understanding unstructured problem

domains, developing strategies,

solutions design and taking them

through to tactical implementation and

value realisation.

Kelly Wloczewski
VP Professional Services

Hyde Park Solutions

Kelly is a PPM and project cost

controls subject matter expert with

over 20 years experience of

delivering high value solutions to

clients across a variety of industries.

He leads the HPS team delivering

solutions to capital intensive

industries and is an Oracle certified

professional.
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Speakers

Rob Thom
Principle Consultant 

Oracle 

Rob has a strong technical background

within data analysis combined with

software development expertise. He is

extremely organised with a considered

approach.

He has a thorough knowledge of the full

development lifecycle and technical

skills. Rob was a developer in the

earlier part of his career he likes to

have a ‘hands-on’ approach with new

projects and has a passion for

technology, looking forward to the

challenges presented by a technical

role.

Hezron Ricketts
Mega Project Strategic Planning Lead 

Th3rd curve

Hezron is a project controls specialist

with deep skills in planning, cost

management, risk analysis and delay

assessment.

With expertise and experience in rail,

engineering & construction Hezron is a

specialist in Earned Value

Management.
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Speakers

Andrew Ross
Chief Executive Officer 

Hyde Park Solutions

Andrew is a successful management

consultant and technologist with 25-

years experience in and around

Investment management.

Andrew is proud to lead the HPS team

in designing, implementing and

supporting customers Portfolio

Management, Project Management

and Project Controls processes and

solutions utilising industry best

practice.
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Steve Cooper
Vice President, Europe 

Oracle

Steve Cooper is the Vice President of

the Construction & Engineering Glocal

Business Unit for Oracle, having joined

as part of the acquisition of Aconex.

Steve was formally General Manager

at Aconex.

Matt understands the complexity that

confronts construction and engineering

firms globally and looks forward to

sharing knowledge about Aconex as it

solves these problems simply.



08:30 – 09:30 Registration, Coffee & Croissants 

09:30 – 09:45 Welcome
Andrew Ross, CEO, HPS

09:45 – 10:30 Changing IT operating models – what’s the impact on PPM leadership
Peter Green, Leadership Partner at Gartner 

10:30 – 10:45 Coffee

10:45 – 11:30 A Prime Example.  Introducing Oracle Primavera PRIME
Rob Thom, Principal Consultant at Oracle

11:30 – 12:15 Standardised global capital project delivery - achieving the Alcoa vision
Kelly Wloczewski, Vice President at HPS

12:15 – 13:00 Lunch

13:00 – 13:45 Oracle Primavera Roadmap - understanding the changing landscape
Geoff Roberts, Director, Energy Industry Strategy at Oracle Primavera

13:45 – 14:30 MEGA projects - made simple
Hezron Ricketts, Mega Project Strategic Planning Lead at Th3rd Curve 

14:30 – 14:45 Coffee

14:45 – 15:30 A is for Aconex – understand more about Oracle’s newest acquisition. 
Steve Cooper, Vice President, Europe,  Oracle

15:30 – 16:30 Q&A and Ask the Experts

16:30 Drinks at All Bar One

Agenda
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Meet the Experts
hydeparksolutions.com

Daleen is a portfolio 
management subject matter 
expert. She is an Oracle 
Certified Specialist in OPPM & 
Prime and has an excellent 
understanding of P6 & Unifier. 

Throughout the day, our experts will be on hand to offer PPM advice and technical expertise.  

Feel free to book time with them during the breaks or after the main sessions at one of our 

solution or technology “pods”

Charles is one of the leading 
technology experts in HPS. He is 
an OPPM technical product 
expert and has years of 
integration experience with 
Oracle Primavera. 

Andrew is a portfolio 
management expert. He 
understands all the Oracle 
products and how they fit 
together. 

Kelly is a projects control 
subject matter expert. He is an 
Oracle Certified Specialist in 
Unifier and has an excellent 
understanding of P6 and BI 
Publisher. 

Gary is a project management 
subject matter expert. He is 
both an APM Associate and 
Prince II practitioner with 20 
years experience. He has an 
excellent understanding of all 
the Oracle tools. 

Richard is a projects 
management subject matter 
expert. He is an Oracle Certified 
Specialist in P6 and has an 
excellent understanding of 
Unifier and OPPM. 

Tina is a Prince II practitioner 
with an excellent understanding 
of the Oracle Primavera tools. 
Tina manages our global 
support desk.

Jude is a PPM subject matter 
expert. She has a excellent 
understanding of all the Oracle 
Primavera products and how 
they fit into the typical 
enterprise. 

Jonathan is an Oracle Primavera 
products specialist and has an 
excellent understanding as to 
how these products are used. 



EMEA: +44 203 174 0070
USA: +1 630 556 1533 
INDIA: +91 888 498 8181
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